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How Crises Develop
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• Examples of crisis situations:

– Microbiological contamination of product 
(e.g., Listeria monocytogenes, Salmonella, 
E.Coli)

– Chemical contamination

– Unapproved pesticide residue

– Prop 65 contaminant

– Undeclared allergen

– Physical contamination (e.g., foreign 
material like metal or plastic)

– Product tampering

Crisis Development
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• How do these situations come to 
company attention?

– FDA conducts an inspection and 
observes non-compliance or collects 
physical evidence of contamination

– Consumer report of illness or injury

– Health Department or CDC reports link 
between product and illnesses

– Traditional media (e.g., testing of 
product)

– Social media (consumer posts complaint)

Crisis Development continued…
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• Viruses (frozen berries)

– Norovirus, Hepatitis A

• Cyclospora  in produce 

• Contamination with sanitizing 

agent/cleaning chemicals 

• Mold / spoilage 

• Pesticides

• Undeclared colors 

• Undeclared sulfites 

• Undeclared allergens

– Improper labeling, cross contact, 
inadvertent addition of ingredient 

• Potential contamination with 
pathogen 

– Primarily Salmonalla, L. monocytogenes, 
and E. coli O157:H7 , but others as well

• Foreign material contamination 
(plastic, glass, metal)

• Heavy metals (inorganic arsenic , 
lead)

• Inadequate temperature control 

Common Causes of Recalls – FY 2019
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• Papayas – Salmonella Uganda

• Flour – E. coli O26

• Karawan Brand Tahini –
Salmonella Concord

• Raw Oysters – Multiple Pathogens

• Deli-Sliced Meats and Cheeses –
Listeria monocytogenes

• Frozen Raw Tuna –
Salmonella Newport

• Pre-Cut Melon - Salmonella Carrau

• Ground Beef – E. coli O103

• Hard Boiled Eggs– Listeria 
monocytogenes

• Cut Fruit– Salmonella Javiana

• Chopped Salad Kids– E. 
coli O157:H7

• Romaine Lettuce – E. coli O157:H7

• Ground Beef– Salmonella Dublin

• Fresh Basil – Cyclospora (2019)

• Bison – E. coli O103 and O121

• Ground Turkey – Salmonella
Schwarzengrund

Recent Multi-State Outbreaks Reported by CDC
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Recall Trends

FDA Data Track

FDA – Class I and II Recalls
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Recall Trends

FSIS Recall Summaries

FSIS –All Recalls
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• It’s not “If”

Key Point
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• It’s not “If”

…

• It’s “When”

Key Point
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• It’s not “If”

…

• It’s “When”

…

• So be prepared

Key Point



• Outbreak Data and Trends

• Recall Data and Trends

• Inspection Data

• Inspection Trends

• Lessons from Warning Letters

• Enforcement Trends

• What Companies Can Do

Agenda

Recalls 101 -
Rules of the Road
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• Recall –

– Removal or correction of a marketed product that FDA considers to be in violation and against 
which the agency would initiate legal action.

– Recalls are “voluntary” (unless you are silly enough to trigger FDA’s mandatory recall authority 
for Class I recalls).

• Market Withdrawal –

– Removal or correction of a distributed product which involves a minor violation that would not 
be subject to legal action by FDA or which involves no violation, e.g., normal stock rotation 
practices, routine equipment adjustments and repairs, etc.

• Stock Recovery –

– Removal or correction of a product that has not been marketed or that has not left the direct 
control of the firm, i.e., the product is located on premises owned by, or under the control of, 
the firm and no portion of the lot has been released for sale or use.

Recall Definitions
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• Class I:  reasonable possibility of serious 
adverse health consequences or death.

– Undeclared allergens; pathogens

• Class II:  may cause temporary or 
medically reversible adverse health 
consequences, or remote chance of serious 
adverse health consequences.

– Hard or sharp objects

• Class III:  unlikely to cause adverse health 
consequences.

– Undeclared non-allergen ingredient

• Look at Enforcement Reports (FDA) or 
Recall Summaries (FSIS) for previous 
classifications

Recall Classification
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• Requires establishments to 
report shipping or receiving 
adulterated or misbranded food

– No de minimus level

– Report within 24 hours

• Report to District Office

• No reporting required if food still 
under company control

FSIS – 9 CFR 418.2

• Requires a “responsible party” to 
report to FDA “reportable foods”

– Class I hazard

– Report within 24 hours

• No reporting needed if issue 
caused and corrected in-house

• Online reporting tool

• FDA encourages reporting in 
marginal situations

FDA – Reportable Food Registry

Reporting
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• FDA has mandatory recall authority for limited cases

– Can mandate a recall when FDA receives information from the RFR or other means that 
there is a reasonable probability that an article of food is adulterated and the use of 
exposure to will be a SAHCODHA hazard

– FDA must follow detailed procedures; non-delegable authority (only Commissioner can 
mandate a recall)

– Don’t let this happen to you

• FSIS does not have mandatory recall authority

• Other recourses (FDA and FSIS)

– Seizure/Detention

– Public health alerts, press releases, outbreak reports

Mandatory Recalls
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• Classification of the recall affects depth and 
notification

– Depth

– Consumer level 

– Retail level

– Wholesale level 

– Communication/Press Release

– Class I:  Press release is almost always required

– Class II:  Depends on the facts, but more common now

– Class III:  No press release

– FSIS practice at times differs from FDA’s

Depth and Notification
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• Notify FDA Recall Coordinator

– File RFR if needed

• Provide FDA with “recall package”

– Recall Questionnaire (“Attachment B”)

– Distribution List

– Press Release (if needed)

– Customer Notification Letter

– Customer Response Form

– Any other supporting evidence for specific issues (e.g., bookending)

• Reach concurrence with FDA

• Execute recall

• Model FDA forms for many situations

Recall Process - FDA
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• Notify (or be notified by) District Office 

• Complete Recall Worksheet

– Information about nature of the issue, production, product distribution

• Recall Committee convenes

• Recall Committee call with establishment

– Establishment agrees to recall

• FSIS drafts press release

– Company given 30 minutes to review for accuracy

• Execute recall

Recall Process - FSIS
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• Contact customers with recall communication

• Confirm that recall communication was received and that consignee acted 
on the recall

– Response form

– Self-documentation

• Follow up communication to non-responsive consignees

• Document each communication

– Who, what, when, how

• Prepare post-recall updates (FDA)

• Request recall closure (FDA)

Recall Execution



Recall Readiness
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• Written recall plan

• Know your team

• Have and follow good food safety procedures

• Understand your goals

• Practice

• Recall insurance?

Recall Readiness

“When,” not “If”
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• What?

– Who is on the team

– Who makes decisions

– Responsibilities

– Checklists

– Templates

– Documentation 
processes

– Execution details

– Reference materials and 
links

• Why?

– Required under both 
FDA and FSIS 
regulations

– Many customers also 
require it

– Don’t want to learn this 
on the fly

– Pre-assemble templates, 
talking points, 
communication 
strategies

Practice it!

Written recall plan
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• Internal QA/Micro/Food Safety

• Consultants

• Laboratory

• Legal

• Communications/PR

• Sales, Marketing, Logistics

• External logistics / call centers?

– Engage the right people early!

Have Your Team Ready

Know them in advance
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• Strong food safety programs can limit or prevent recalls

– Identify and eliminate hazardous foods or conditions

– Enable better bookending of a recall

• Recordkeeping is absolutely critical

• Consider how your food safety program can:

– Establish clean breaks

– Support lot or sublot isolation

– Demonstrate control of a hazard that caused an upstream recall

• Think about these issues when designing food safety programs

An ounce of prevention…

Have Good Food Safety Programs in Advance
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• Key goals:

– Determine if a recall is necessary

– If a recall is necessary, execute it decisively, orderly, and swiftly

– Minimize harm to the consumer, company, and brand

• Understand the big picture

– Recalls are part of the process for keeping the food supply safe

– There are important statutory and regulatory considerations at play

– A recall is not the worst outcome a company can face

Understand your Goals



Practice Tips
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• Denial/ minimizing the issue

– “We’ve never had a recall before”

– “It must be lab error”

– “It’s only one pallet”

• Delay due to a lack of resources

• Lack of a crisis management/recall plan

• Taking only a partial response

– Multiple recalls

• Quick fixes without a root cause analysis

– Problem returns

• Inability to be decisive

• Retailer/customer pressures

Common Mistakes
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• Initial questions and decisions are the 
hardest

– What’s the problem?

– What product is at issue? 

– Can you bookend the problem?

– Do you know when the problem started?

– Do you have a clean break? Really?

– What are the implications for product in the 
marketplace/distribution?

– Is product within your control?

– Do you need to stop production/shipping?

Good Pre-Recall Investigation is Key
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• Before contacting FDA/FSIS, GET THE 
FACTS!

– Why is the product being recalled?  

– How has FDA/FSIS classified this type of recall 
in the past?

– How much product has been affected?

– Where is the product?

– How did it happen?

• Unless time is of the essence, companies 
are better served to postpone contacting the 
agency until they have this information, 
within reason

When to Contact Government
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• Notify your insurance company 

– Make sure you have recall insurance

• Do your contracts require customer 
notification in a specific manner or 
timeframe?

– Especially important for private label

• If you’re a private label manufacturer, 
does the branded party have the right to 
be involved?  

– Regulatory challenges at times

Contractual matters
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• FDA and FSIS have statutory mandates 

• Recalls are stressful and taxing for 
regulators too

• FDA/FSIS under pressure to increase speed 
of removing dangerous foods from the 
market

• Understand the dynamic

– Not a negotiation

– Information asymmetries

• Leverage

– Seizure

– Inspection

– Public statements

• Public/oversight pressure

Role of the Government
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• Understand who you are talking to

– FDA?  FSIS?  CDC?  States?

• Ask questions, get information

– Recalls are voluntary processes, and companies need information

– Understand what information is even available

– Try to get information ahead of time, if possible

• Understand the process and the “cues”

• Make sure you have the right expertise on the call

• Appropriate tone and posture

Interacting with the Government
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• Recalls show a company’s food safety 
culture

• Own the problem

– Protect the brand and the consumer

• Convince FDA/FSIS you care more than 
they do

• Get ahead of the curve

• Build trust and confidence

• Conduct a post-mortem – learn from the experience

Cultural Considerations
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• Immense pressure to take swift action

• Different agencies sometimes involved

• Role of Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS)

– Can identify genetic matches between samples

– Epi analysis still needed to connect to product

• Agencies more likely to take aggressive 
action to push for recall or develop needed 
data

• Requires special expertise

Outbreaks are Special
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• Agencies have seizure authority

• Facilities can be shut down (suspended 
facility registration or NOS)

• Agencies can make their own public 
health alerts about your product

• CDC outbreak investigation reports

• Products liability lawsuits

• DOJ criminal referral and investigation

Recalls are not the worst thing that can happen

Remember the Big Picture
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• It’s complicated

A Note on Legal Privilege
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• It’s complicated

• Recognize its role and limitations

• If going to develop a privilege umbrella, get it in 
place from the outset

• Understand how (easily) privilege can be waived

• Understand what it is and isn’t

A Note on Legal Privilege
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• Conduct a through investigation 
into the problem

• Take corrective actions

– Document them!

• Consider whether other plants may 
be affected

• Be prepared for intensified 
inspection

– “Fool me once…”

• Most-game analysis on recall 
process

After the Recall – Moving Forward
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After the Recall - Inspection

• Prepare for Post-Recall Inspection

– FDA usually will inspect the facility after 
the recall—for Class I recalls the “visit” 
could occur days after the incident

– FDA will want to investigate the cause of 
the recall and the corrective actions that 
have been initiated

• FSIS

– Could trigger intensified inspection or 
regulatory action (e.g., FSA, NOIE, NOS)
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• Prepare for lawsuits from consumers

– Engage litigation counsel

– Understand the scope and strength of 
records that may be protected under 
attorney-client privilege

• Management/Board oversight

– If especially large or consequential recall, 
could see shareholder actions

After the Recall - Litigation
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• Potentially violative product getting 
easier to detect

– Recalls likely to become more frequent, not 
less

• More complex supply chains 
complicate the process

• The first time a company thinks about 
a recall cannot be during a recall

– Prepare ahead of time

– Have your team ready

• Recalls are inherently stressful

Closing Thoughts
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Discussion 
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